TILE EDIT
Volume 2

Home INSPIRATION

Tile ideas to help you create your dream home - from contemporary
kitchens and bathrooms to inviting front paths, hallways and gardens, there’s
a tile style for everyone!
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WELCOME
The Tile Edit is a carefully curated collection of the
most up to date, on trend tiles, with a range of styles
to suit every taste and budget.
We understand how important it is to see tiles in a
realistic setting, so we’ve included lots of beautiful
and inspiring room sets to help you visualise them
in your home and help you bring your ideas to life.
We’re passionate about bringing you, our customers,
the latest tile trends, innovative interior ideas, and
about providing quality expert advice throughout
your project – so we’re here to assist every step of
the way.
Take your time to browse the Tile Edit and let us do
the work with our top tips and tricks to create
your perfect space.
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Penshaw Yellow from Odyssey with Panorama Pasture from Winchester
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ABOUT US

We’re proud
to design and
manufacture many
of our tile ranges at our
factory in Exeter, Devon.
For insight into the life of
a tile designer, turn
to page 42

We’ve celebrated over 30 years as a successful tile manufacturer, retailer and distributor and
supply to over 48 countries worldwide and we have been designing and producing
high-quality tiles in our factory in Exeter, Devon since 1986.
We offer a wide range of ceramic and porcelain tiles
- from contemporary large formats to hand-finished,
glazed products which are a work of art in their own
right. Our Showrooms are designed with your tile
journey in mind; you’ll discover our entire range of
collections, all displayed in a variety of inspiring settings
and installations. Our team is on hand to offer expert
advice, provide you with samples and suggest wall and
floor pairings to suit every style and budget.
Tiles are our craft and we are committed to
manufacturing quality tiles using traditional techniques
teamed with new technologies. Everything we produce
in our factory is unique thanks to the experience of
the highly skilled artists, designers and crafts people
who make up our team. Every tile tells a story,
whether it’s inspired by the beauty of nature or
6

historic houses and places. We believe each tile is a
small work of art in its own right, to be admired for its
depth of colour, shape, size or decoration.
Some of our most cherished collections are those
created in our Devon Factory. Take a look at our
Artworks and Winchester collections, many of which
have a heritage spanning over 30 years, but are still
just as timeless today, thanks to their rich glossy glazes
and quality feel. We also source original and innovative
tiles for our collections from across the globe, such
as gorgeous glass tiles and unique mosaics, enriching
our collections for a versatile choice. And, we have a
dedicated design studio where our creative and skilled
designers always make it a priority to ensure we’re on
top of the latest interior trends.
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HOME HUB
With many of us now working from
home, the creation of remote office
spaces has become a necessity and
has completely changed how we use
our homes on a daily basis. The Home
Hub trend looks at working spaces
and advocates décor solutions that
motivate, inspire and bring a sense of
calm – enabling us to work comfortably
whilst creating a distinct area that’s
separate to other areas of the home.
Think urban jungle, bringing the outside
in, and cool and contemporary tiles
with an industrial edge. These help
create a working environment that has
harmony and balance.

1
2

Lets talk

INTERIOR TRENDS

Each year, Original Style works with industry and in-house experts to determine what
styles, designs and colourways are likely to be popular in interiors in the upcoming year.
This way, we can look at our tile ranges and help customers choose products to best
achieve each of the predicted looks. Working alongside our ceramic designers, Jane Addis
and Becca Keenan, we’ve determined which three key home lifestyle trends will be of
most interest to homeowners across the UK. So, without further ado, let’s talk trends!
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LET’S TALK INTERIOR TRENDS

“Our Eden tile collection complements this trend
beautifully. Featuring lush and leafy designs printed on
a large-format tile, these tiles encompass the natural,
contemporary vibe of Home Hub and are perfect for
embracing this trend.”
Becca Keenan, New Products Designer at Original Style
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Pietra Lombarda flooring from Tileworks with Eden Hothouse from
Living and Pasture bricks from Winchester
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1 Eden Pergola from Living 2 Highgrove on Sudbury from Winchester
3 Sand Rustic brick from Winchester 4 Herald from Mosaics
5 Richmond Bianco, an exclusive Original Style Showroom product
6 Paille St Laurent from Tileworks 7 Pentille from Odyssey
8 Duck Egg, an exclusive Original Style Showroom product
9 Black Spot On Dover White from the Victorian Floor Tile collection
10 Mint brick from Winchester 11 Reed Sudbury Gloss
10
from Winchester
LET’S TALK INTERIOR TRENDS
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SANCTUARY
This trend is all about creating a calm,
safe and tranquil space within the
home to de-stress and escape from the
worries and angst that life can bring.
Textures play a key part in this trend.
Tactile surfaces with either smooth
and glossy or structured and matt
finishes will help create a cosy, spa-like
feel within a scheme. You could also
look at adding a touch of opulence to
add luxury. Reflective materials such as
our White Pearl Hexagon mosaics and
large-format Bianco Oro marble-effect
tiles are perfect for achieving this.
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STAYCATION
Use with fresh whites and subtle greys
alongside subtle blues, to create a
seamless coastal colour palette.
Due to recent restricted travel
overseas, this trend is all about helping
you bring relaxing, holiday vibes into
your interior décor. From natural
wood-effect tiles, to shimmering blue
mosaics, there are plenty of ways to
bring this trend into your home.
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Bianco Oro with Boreal Natural flooring from the Tileworks collection
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Pearl Scale Clear from the Mosaics collection
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“Our environments have the ability to affect
the way we think, so this trend is about creating
spaces that instil peace. Think soothing, neutral
colourways and nature-inspired materials.”
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Jane Addis, New Products and Design Manager at Original Style

Becca Keenan, New Products Designer at Original Style
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1 Cotehele Taupe from Odyssey 2 Baroque Hadleigh from Winchester
3 Fusuma Ivory Decor from Tileworks 4 Malmo Taupe from Living
5 Classic Hexagon in Dover White from the Victorian Floor Tile
collection 6 Bianco Oro from Tileworks 7 Livingstone Grey On Dover
White from the Victorian Floor Tile collection 8 White Pearl Hexagon
from Mosaics 9 Ickworth from Winchester 10 Scroll Dado in Palladian
Beige from Artworks 11 Flint Half Tile from Winchester
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LET’S TALK INTERIOR TRENDS

“Our Pearl Scale mosaics feature iridescent
qualities that not only provide a light-inducing
surface but also mimic sea inspired curves for the
ultimate coastal look.”
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1 Cloud Smooth from Winchester 2 Cloud Rustic from Winchester
3 Maison Blanc from Tileworks 4 Metro Corner in Vintage White from
Artworks 5 Colebrooke Blue on Dover White from the Victorian Floor
Tile collection 6 Fabrique Rosaline in French Blue from Winchester
7 Pearl Scale Frosted from Mosaics 8 Lupin from Winchester
9 Hampstead Snape from Winchester 10 Empire Snape from
Winchester 11 Deco Papyrus from Winchester 12 Arbour Blossom
from Living 13 Rosemoor on Dunwich from Winchester
14 Snape from Winchester 15 Nuage Papyrus from Winchester
LET’S TALK INTERIOR TRENDS
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Nottingham pattern with Conrad border in
Dover White, Black and Grey

DETAILED FINISH
Opting for a more detailed,
complex pattern is a great
way to create some statement
style. If you’re feeling bold
and looking to install a
striking floor pattern, we
have plenty of options. There
are symmetrical, geometric
patterns such as ‘Conway’ and
‘Richmond’. These patterns use
more single pieces building a
more intricate look.
Conway Pattern with
Browning border in Blue Buff,
Black and White

MAKING
AN ENTRANCE
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MAKING
AN ENTRANCE
Nothing says “welcome to our house” quite like an inviting front path or hallway. Whether
you’re working with a small or large area, there are many ways to make your front path,
hallway and porch stand out. For the ultimate statement we recommend Victorian Floor Tiles.
Not only are they highly durable, they also present the opportunity to create many beautiful
patterns that will welcome you home for years to come.
Our collection of Victorian Floor Tiles began in 1990
and since then we have developed an extensive range.
We’re proud to offer a multitude of shapes, colours
and hand-crafted decorated tiles that are created in our
Devon factory. Our Victorian Floor Tiles are made of
clay and powdered glazes, then fired in a kiln, giving
them a matt finish in many colour options.
While Victorian Floor Tiles are popular in authentic
colourways, recent years have seen a rise in more
contemporary colours such as greys and beige. These
tones are perfect for creating a new heritage style.
With this in mind we wanted to offer even more choice
in colourways, so that you can create striking, stylish

and truly timeless Victorian Floor Tile patterns in a
range of fresh, new colours. Last year we launched new
pastel tiles in pink, green and yellow. These open up a
whole new world of design opportunities as they can
be teamed with existing colours to create patterns that
are as subtle or as bold as you like.
If your goal is to recreate a Victorian pattern as a nod
to the home’s history, opt for a classic colour combo,
such as black, buff and red. Our Victorian Floor Tiles
are the real deal – they come in traditional colourways
and a variety of patterns, making it possible to achieve
any period look and restore the tiled area to its former
glory. These tiles also work beautifully in modern
MAKING AN ENTRANCE
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porches, pathways and hallways and by opting for a
classic colour palette such as monochrome or neutrals
you will ensure they will never look out of place. Pair
with traditional glazed wall tiles from our Artworks
range and you’ll end up with a scheme that’s elegant
and timeless.

Take a look at
our decorative options.
The popular Salisbury tile
in tones of grey is wonderfully
detailed. There are many
other options too. To see
the full range, visit
originalstyle.com

55

All patterns are made up of individual pieces. This means
tricky areas like corners can be tiled to perfection and
you don’t need to worry about things looking uneven
or unfinished. When compared to mesh-mounted (i.e.
mosaic) alternatives, individual tiles allow for greater
flexibility upon installation and provide a more authentic
finish. Back in the Victorian era, this is how these tiles
were installed – it’s a true craft and takes more time
than your average tiling project but the finished result is
so worth it! We always recommend using a professional
tiler when installing Victorian floor tiles in order
to achieve the best possible finish. Much
of the work involves preparation, from
levelling floors to working out how
best to lay the chosen pattern.

Looking to make an entrance?
Visit originalstyle.com to see the full
Victorian Floor Tile range
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TOP TIP Adding a border to a
geometric floor pattern is like framing
a beautiful picture A border can
enhance an intricate pattern and add
interest to something less complex.

1 Bespoke Pattern Black Holkham Dune and White 2 30th Anniversary
Pattern in Dover White, Grey, Revival Grey and Blue 3 Braemar Pattern
in Dover White and our Tile of the Year ‘Hawthorn Yellow’
4 Dorchester Pattern in Revival Grey and Carnation Pink 5 Harrogate
pattern with Kingsley border in Red, Black and White 6 Dorchester
pattern in Black and Dover White 7 Salisbury Black on Dover White all
from the Victorian Floor Tile range
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MAKING AN ENTRANCE

MAKING AN ENTRANCE
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Warwick pattern in Dover White,
Green and Black

YOUR HOME
PROJECTS
When we were mentioned in a gorgeous
Victorian Floor Tile project on Social Media,
we just couldn’t resist finding out more
about it! We loved the use of pattern and
colourways and were thrilled when
Helen Barber, the homeowner, agreed to
undertake a Q&A with us to shed some light
on her experience.
Tell us about your home, what made you go for this
style of property? The property is a four bed Victorian
Town House, which was very dated when it was bought!
I like character houses, although the décor was dated and
the house needed a lot doing to it. I always knew the hall
needed to be impressive and had always admired hallways
that had original Victorian tiled floors. I promised myself
that I would restore the hall and make it glamorous – with
the hope that friends and family were wowed when they
walked in. Hallways are usually the first thing that visitors
see so it should be the place that impresses first.
Where did you find your inspiration for the renovation
of your kitchen and hallway? From researching Victorian
homes through magazines and online as well as living in
Harrogate, which has a number of traditional Victorian
properties and buildings - it was easy to walk into shops
and see Victorian floors and tiles which gave me inspiration!
What made you choose Original Style’s Victorian Floor
Tiles? I had used Original Style tiles on the hearth where
my log burner is in the lounge, so I knew they were superior
quality tiles, but it was our tiler that recommended using
them for the hall and kitchen project. We spoke at length
about the best tiles to use and I was after tiles with an
authentic feel.
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We offer a design service, did you use it? If so, did it help
you visualise the tiles in your home?
I initially couldn’t decide on the colours that we wanted so
this really helped with the final decision as well as the style.
Why did you choose this particular Victorian Floor Tile
pattern, border and colourway?
We chose the Warwick design as I had done a lot of
research on traditional Victorian styles. I had looked online
and through the Original Style brochure. I wanted a very
traditional look with something in which at least three
colours could be used, so the Warwick pattern was perfect.
Our tiler advised us on the borders and colours to use. We
chose the Dover White, Green and Black. I always knew I
wanted black and white in the mix so it was about choosing
another colour. I’m so happy with the final result!

Visit our website
and head to our
blog to read more
about Helen’s
project

YOUR HOME PROJECTS
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TOP TIP We’ve laid these tiles
in a herringbone pattern.
For more inspiration on tile
layouts, turn to page 54-55

BATHROOM

BEAUTY

DEVON DESIGNED
We’re proud to design and manufacture
many of our tile ranges at our factory
in Exeter, Devon and over the years we’ve
created a variety of exclusive collections;
from our classic Winchester ranges
to the large format prints in Living.
For insight into the life of a tile
designer, turn to page 42

CREATING YOUR SPACE There are many factors to consider when thinking
about your bathroom renovation, from fixtures and fittings to deciding on a colour
scheme – and not forgetting our favourite part of choosing your tiles! The bathroom is
a great room to do something a little different or make a bit of a statement, no matter
what size space you’re working with. Eden Hothouse from Living with Pasture brick
tiles from Winchester
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BATHROOM BEAUTY

BATHROOM BEAUTY
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TIMELESS BEAUTY The trend for brick
tiles is refusing to fade and fresh white tiles
can be the perfect backdrop for a traditional
bathroom as they won’t battle for focus, but
will be striking when noticed. Brilliant White
Metro tile from Artworks

TRADITIONAL
& CLASSIC
There’s something truly beautiful about a classic, English
heritage style bathroom. Usually in muted neutral tones
or timeless black and white, this type of bathroom tile has
always been in style. Our Victorian Floor Tile range offers a
collection of patterns and colourways perfect for creating
enduring style.
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BATHROOM BEAUTY

BELOW: Falkirk Pattern in Dover White and
Grey from the Victorian Floor Tile collection with
Porcelain brick tiles from Winchester
BOTTOM: Mint brick tile from Winchester with
Large White Honeycomb from Mosaics

GET THE LOOK
We like to think each Artworks
tile is a small work of art in its own
right, to be admired for its depth of
colour, shape, size or decoration.
To see the full collection,
visit originalstyle.com

GLOSSY GLAZES Much like any room in
the home it’s important to consider the size
and lighting of your bathroom space. You may
decide on your tiles after selecting your fixtures
and fittings. Certain styles work better with
different finishes. Traditional suites look beautiful
when teamed with tiles from the Artworks or
Winchester range, their highly reflective glazes are
brilliant for creating an illusion of extra space.
Jet Black brick tile from Artworks

BATHROOM BEAUTY
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RIGHT: Berliner Weiss from Tileworks
BELOW: Amelia White Polished with Toronto Off
White Matt flooring from Tileworks
BOTTOM: Nano Atom from Living

TOP TIP Large format tiles are both
beauiftul and practical as they are easy
to clean due to a reduction in joints

CONTEMPORARY
Contemporary bathrooms are popular for good reason.
They look ultra-stylish and are practical in their minimalist
style – a winning combination! Large-format tiles are a
natural choice in contemporary bathrooms, their clean
lines and large size makes for fewer grout gaps and a more
seamless appearance.

BEAUTIFULLY VERSATILE A large number of faces
gives this range a variation in detail that replicates natural stone.
Travertino Navona Grigio from Tileworks
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BATHROOM BEAUTY

BATHROOM BEAUTY
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TOP TIP We’ve laid these tiles in a
horizontal stackbond pattern.
For more inspiration on tile layouts,
turn to page 54-55

WONDERFULLY NATURAL
Beautiful wood-effect planks with a high performance
slip-resistant finish that is suitable for use outdoors.
Naturalia Brown from Tileworks

SIMPLE AND MODERN This large format tile is unique
in size, taking on the form of an oversized brick. Use in a
brick bond or stack bond layout for a contemporary feel.
Galana from Tileworks
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BATHROOM BEAUTY

TOP LEFT: Artistry Frida Grey from Living
TOP RIGHT: Afterglow Vesper from Living
ABOVE: Fusuma White and Fusuma White Décor
from Tileworks

BATHROOM BEAUTY
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MOODY HUES This heavily veined, dark
stone effect tile is perfect for adding some
atmosphere to a space. Deep colours and warm
hues make for a wonderfully indulgent bathroom,
pair with contemporary fixtures and fittings for a
sleek finish. Regis Lava from Tileworks

LUXURY & GLAMOUR
Tiles are perfect for adding that something extra to
a bathroom and help you create a space that exudes
glamour and luxury. From gorgeous glass to decadent
metallic options, here are some ideas to help you create
the perfect place to enjoy winding down (with your
favourite book and maybe even a glass of something
special in the bath), or a space you enjoy getting ready
for the day ahead in.

COLOUR
DEPTH
These Eclipse
bricks are cast
glass, which
means that they
are made from molten glass
poured into casts or moulds.
The frosted undulating surface
takes on a different character
dependant on light conditions.
The deep colours result from
a reflective coloured backing.
They are made from 80%
recycled glass. Eclipse Janus
from Glassworks

TOP: Cirrus Large from Mosaics
ABOVE: Samoa Pebble from Mosaics
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BATHROOM BEAUTY

BATHROOM BEAUTY
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Why we love
WOOD-EFFECT TILES

NO ROT Impervious
to rising damp, mould
or decay

5

6

ALLERGEN
REDUCING They
won’t harbour dust
mites, pet dander or
fleas

Are you debating how realistic wood-effect tiles look and whether they even compare
to real wood? Yes, they really do!
Our wood-effect tiles are incredibly authentic and created with the latest inkjet
technology. They capture the depth and colour of natural wood. These tiles are also
supplied with various faces so you can be assured that once they are laid, they will
create a realistic look with minimal pattern repeats.

MOISTURE RESISTANT
Spills just wipe off and you can use
them in showers

1

2

WEAR
RESISTANT
No hardwood is
this hard

FIRE PROOF
Wood-effect tiles
will not burn
or release any
toxic fumes

3
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WHY WE LOVE WOOD-EFFECT TILES

4

SUPER HYGIENIC
Non-absorbent and easy
to clean

Love our
wood-effect tiles?
Take a look at
our Tileworks
range for more
inspiration

7

8

COLOUR STABLE
No more ‘orange
pine’ terror!

NO SEALANTS
or varnishes or oils required

9

SLIP
RESISTANT
OPTIONS
For wood-effect
wet rooms,
shower floors
and outside
areas!

10

LOW MAINTENANCE
No stripping, sanding or
re-sealing

WHY WE LOVE WOOD-EFFECT TILES
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Quarzit Ivory, an exclusive Original Style
Showroom product

LOVE THE
OUTDOORS?
Past years have seen designs obsessed with bringing the outside in, but it’s now time to
start looking at bringing the inside out. This summer we’re set to see an uplift in homely
outdoor settings using soft furnishings, bold patterns and stylish accessories. When it
comes to outdoor tiles, we have a range to complement every exterior living space.

NATURAL TONES
These wood-effect tiles are
amazingly realistic, made with
the latest inkjet technology; they
capture the depth and colour of
natural wood while providing the
practicality of glazed porcelain.
Lignum Grey Slip Resistant
from Tileworks
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Any sized garden is a blessing and an area of your very
own to turn into a sanctuary. It’s no surprise that so
many homeowners are updating and renovating their
gardens and outdoor spaces into their own little slices
of paradise. You might not be looking to tile your entire
outdoor space, which is why creating a small patio or
decking area is often a popular choice. It means you
have somewhere to set up tables and chairs, sunloungers and even barbeques but also means you
can still have a grass area. While there are several
options when it comes to flooring, such as decking and
concrete, tiles are a great choice in terms of practicality
and style. Not only are they hard wearing and easy to
maintain, there are also a number of patterns, colours

and formats available so that you can create a beautiful
space you’ll love for years to come. We’ve got a varied
selection of outdoor floor tiles, from natural tones and
finishes to bright colours and bold patterns. Continued
advances in technology mean that you can now choose
tiles made from porcelain that look and feel like natural
stone. Porcelain tiles can closely resemble natural stone,
whilst maintaining all the practicalities of porcelain such
as their hard-wearing nature, easy installation and low
maintenance after care. You don’t have to worry about
a tile looking exactly like its neighbour either, as often
colour options come in several versions. This helps
repeating patterns and gives an even more convincing
final result.
LOVE THE OUTDOORS
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GET THE LOOK
Our collection of large format
contemporary tiles, the Tileworks
range, is home to a wide selection
of concrete, stone, and metal
effect tiles in an abundance of
neutral tones and finishes.
To see the full range, visit
originalstyle.com

GORGEOUS IN GREY
Recent years have seen the trend of opening up indoor living spaces into the
outdoors, often with bi-folding doors that allow for a continuous transition. Tiles are
a great way to create this seamless look. They make an area feel bigger than it is and
there are plenty of styles to choose from. Kaamos Grey from Tileworks
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LOVE THE OUTDOORS

LOVE THE OUTDOORS
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MAKE A STATEMENT
If you’re really looking to
make a statement in your
outdoor space then try using
tiles on the walls or floors
to create a Mediterranean
feel. Team with a rustic table
and chairs for the perfect
alfresco setting! Rococo
from Odyssey
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LOVE THE OUTDOORS

OPULENT MARBLE
The deep veined marble
effects of Belgravia will add
detail and contrast into a
scheme and its modern,
versatile format is perfect
for indoor and outdoor
use. Belgravia Statuario, an
exclusive product available
only at Original Style
Showrooms

LOVE THE OUTDOORS
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MIDDLE: Greenway Taupe from Odyssey
RIGHT: Malmo Fawn from Living

Embrace

PATTERNS
Patterned tiles are perfect for those looking to inject
some personality and character into their scheme.
If you’re not sure which pattern tiles to
choose here are some tips and ideas...

Patterned tiles have been around in interiors for decades
and recent years have seen them make a comeback
stronger than ever. From feature floors to stylish
splashbacks, patterned tiles are perfect for those looking
to add a little extra detail to a space.
Perhaps you want to include a touch of pattern into
your scheme without committing too much to a full
wall or floor? Try adding in more of a delicate or subtle
pattern - this will add interest without too much of a
statement. To achieve this softer style, team plain wall
or floor tiles with a panel or section of patterned tiles.
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EMBRACE PATTERNS

Our Living range is perfect for this look. Comprising
of several capsule collections, Living offers a variety of
patterned wall tiles with coordinating plain tiles. If you’re
looking for something more classic, consider traditional
Victorian Floor Tiles. These patterned floors really do
stand the test of time and come in several colours and
styles. From timeless buffs and monochromes to greys,
greens and even comtemporary pastel options.
There are also plenty of patterned tiles in muted tones,
so that you can subtly incorporate pattern into your
home to add some character. For walls and floors,
take a look at our Odyssey Mezzo collection. It offers
nine patterns, all in muted tones of blue and grey. For
something bolder, take a look at our Odyssey Primo and
Grande collections. These collections offer a number
of patterns that have intricate details, in a number of
colourways. They can be used on walls, floors and even
outdoors!
EMBRACE PATTERNS
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Mosaics are also a brilliant and popular way to
incorporate pattern. Mosaics have a long history and
have adorned the walls and floors of many different
interiors for years. Made up of smaller pieces to create
a sheet of tiles, mosaics offer a naturally patterned effect
and are great for breaking up spaces to add interest.
Our collection offers glass, metal effects, porcelain and
even glittering mosaics!

6

77

8

Want to embrace patterns in your interior scheme? Visit
originalstyle.com to see all our collections.

2

We Love

MICRO-PATTERNS
There’s been a real
rise in the micropattern trend over
the last few years.
Up close, the small
patterns are intricate
and beautiful yet from
afar, tiles appear plain
or lightly textured.
9

10
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5

MUTED TONES We have plenty of
patterned tiles in muted tones, so that
you can subtly incorporate pattern into
your home to add some character.
38

EMBRACE PATTERNS

1 Cirrus Small from Mosaics
2 Herald from Mosaics
3 Norwich Pattern in Dover
White, Holkham Dune and
Black from the Victorian
Floor Tile collection
4 Manoir Mint Patchwork from
Winchester.
5 Porcelain Square from
Moasics 6 Nano Atom from
Living 7 Leigh Yellow from
Odyssey 8 Arbour Blossom
from Living 9 Pentillie Light
Grey from Odyssey
10 Mezzo Opus from Odyssey
with Alaska Grey and Mineral
Portland flooring from Tileworks
11 Salisbury Black on Dover
White from the Victorian Floor
Tile range

EMBRACE PATTERNS
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DELICATE DETAILS
To achieve this softer
style, team plain wall or
floor tiles with a panel
or section of patterned
tiles. Our Living range
is perfect for this look.
Malmo Tan from Living
with Rush White from
Tileworks

Shiva Grey, an exclusive
Original Style Showroom product

Eden Hothouse
from Living

We Love

Pettina
from Livng

Fleur on Pumice from the
Winchester

PATTERN
PERFECT
from Living

From feature floors to stylish
splashbacks. Here’s a round-up
of our favourite decorative
tile designs

Maya Green, an exclusive

Deco on Tayberry

Mezzo Fantasia

Original Style Showroom product

from Winchester

from Odyssey

Nano Proton

Arbour Wysteria
from Living

Top pick!
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Greenway Taupe

Leigh Light Blue

Penshaw Yellow

from Odyssey

from Odyssey

from Odyssey

EMBRACE PATTERNS
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DESIGNED
IN DEVON
We caught up with our New Products and
Design Manager, Jane Addis, to provide you with
some insight into the life of a tile designer
and to showcase how our gorgeous tile
collections are created.

Can you tell us a bit about yourself and how you got
into ceramics? I’ve always been happiest with a pen or
paint-brush in my hand and after studying textile design at
university I decided to fulfil a lifelong dream to live in Spain.
This took me to Seville, where on my daily walks to work,
I loved looking at the various tiles that adorned the shop
fronts. On my return to Devon, I landed my first design job!
Eight years later, I joined Original Style as a designer.
Where do you find inspiration for tile designs?
Trips to national and international shows and exhibitions.
Many of the interior trends originate on the catwalk and are
gently filtered down to other industries including wallpaper,
textiles and ceramics. We also visit National Trust properties,
design shows as well as taking lots of pictures whilst we are
on holiday! A designer’s eye is always open for inspiration.
How long does it take to develop a new tile collection?
This can depend on how that product is being made. For
example a design that is going to be screen printed requires
quite a lot of set up work with a team of people. Digitally
printed product can be quicker, depending on the level of
complexity of the design.
Which tile range did you enjoy designing the most?
The Living range was a joy to design as it was one of the first
ranges we developed on our new, state of the art digital
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printer, and it’s been a huge success for us. It was great to
experiment with a new way of producing tiles and we had
lots of fun photographing the new designs in our on-site
photographic studio.
What challenges do you face when bringing a tile design
to life? One of the main challenges is making it exciting as
well as possible to create in our factory. Our Exeter-based
production site is unique with a combination of state of
the art technology and beautiful antiquated machines that
are very loved. It’s important as a designer to be aware of
the boundaries our machinery might have as well as trying
to achieve something different. We have a wonderful team
that are incredibly passionate about what they do and have
a brilliant amount of technical knowledge.
What advice would you give to those looking to create
fabulous tiled focal points in their home? To be bold! As
I mentioned earlier ceramic tiles are much more trend-led
now and there’s plenty of choice!

Leigh Light Blue from Odyssey
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KITCHEN

TOP TIP Use these tiles as a
transitioning tool from one space
into another to create a harmonious
flow and a stylish living space.

CREATING YOUR SPACE The kitchen is the heart of
the home and often a difficult space to design whilst prioritising
practicality. A great deal of thought goes into the look and
feel of cabinetry, lighting, paint colours, furniture, fixtures and fittings, but does as much consideration go into
selecting tiles? Both wall and floor tiles provide a clean and hygienic surface that won’t be damaged by daily traffic,
cooking splashes or constant wiping. The right tiles can really enhance the finished look of the space, whatever
style you are opting for. District White flooring, an Original Style Showroom exclusive product with Dale
brick tiles from Winchester
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TRADITIONAL
& CLASSIC
If you have a period property that is Victorian,
Edwardian or Georgian, you may be looking to make
the most of these traditional features in your kitchen.
Houses built in these eras naturally come with a
range of inherent characteristics, from bay windows
and iron railings to stained glass windows and doors.
Restoring these features is a good way to add
character, and you can achieve this easily with tiles.

TOP TIP Mouldings and trims
are available in many colours to
enhance your installation

HERITAGE STYLE
The Victorian Floor Tile range - although
this style of flooring is often associated with
hallways and paths, it also looks fantastic
in a kitchen. The hardwearing qualities of
these tiles make them the perfect choice
for the high traffic and spills endured by our
kitchens. Nottingham Pattern in Dover
White, Reviv

TIMELESS FINISH
Whites and creams may
not sound exciting but their
neutral qualities and beautifully
glossy finishes create a timeless
look. For extra detailing, a
grey grout will compliment a
tradtional scheme perfectly.
Camelia field tiles from
La Belle with Salisbury
flooring from the Victorian
Floor Tile Collection
TOP: Sudbury field tile with Hampton Dado from
Winchester ABOVE: Daisy Satin from Artworks
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BELOW: Maison Blanc from Tileworks
BOTTOM: Berliner Zement from Tileworks

SHINE ON Our large panel Splashbacks are
made from heat-resistant toughened glass, which is
perfectly safe for use behind cooking hobs.
Indus from Glassworks

TOP TIP Large-format
tiles work beautifully in larger
kitchens to create a seamless
expanse of space.

CONTEMPORARY
In recent years, modern kitchens have consisted of
sleek, streamlined cabinetry with minimalism playing a
vital role. A similar approach can be adopted with tiles.
Our collections host a number of contemporary style
tiles that not only provide the perfect modern finish but
also work equally well in both small and large kitchens.
When we say ‘contemporary-style tiles’ we’re typically
referring to large-format. Larger sizes are wonderfully
versatile for a variety of settings and fewer grout lines
make for a more even, seamless finish. This can help
a space to appear bigger than it is – especially in
smaller areas.
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URBAN FEEL Mixing natural materials can
help create a welcoming feel, thanks to the warm
undertones of browns, creams and taupes found in a
neutral colour palette. These shades reflect the warm
rustic hues of the earth and can be enlivened with
dark leafy greens or coppers and golds for a touch of
glamour. Don’t be afraid to experiment with wood and
stone effects, as well as exposed bricks and plenty of
greenery for a totally on trend look. Nord Ris flooring
from Tileworks with Brilliant White metro tiles
from Artworks

DREAM KITCHEN
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GET THE LOOK
Enjoy the translucent beauty
of glass tiles on interior walls
throughout the home with our
Glassworks Range.
Visit originalstyle.com for
more information.

WONDERFUL WOOD
These amazingly realistic wood-effect
tiles, created with the latest ink jet
technology, capture the depth and
colour of natural wood while providing
the practicality and durability of glazed
porcelain. Boreal Natural flooring from
Tileworks with Artic Clear brick tiles
from Glassworks

TOP TIP Why not try coordinating
your scheme with your favourite
printed tile? Colours and textures
that contrast, are a perfect pairing
for walls and floors. For more
inspiration turn to page 36

TOP LEFT: Steel Concept from Tileworks
TOP RIGHT: Thames from Glassworks
ABOVE: Naturalia Grey from Tileworks
RIGHT: Trellis Lace from Living
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LEFT: Handmade Terracotta from Earthworks
BELOW: Dunwich from Winchester
BOTTOM: Lastours Beige flooring, an Original
Style Showroom exclusive product with Porcelain
white from Winchester

GET THE LOOK
TOP TIP We’ve laid these tiles in
an offset brick bond layout, great for
creating a rustic farmhouse style.
For more inspiration on tile layouts,
turn to page 54-55

If you are looking to transform
your walls and floors with natural
stone, our Earthworks range is
the perfect choice. To see
the full collection, visit
originalstyle.com

COUNTRY
& FARMHOUSE
Creating this look is all about neutral tones and
textures. Glossy glazed wall tiles in muted tones and
rustic finishes, as well as coordinating mouldings to
frame areas to perfection, are great for this. Team tiles
from our Winchester range with natural earthy tones,
an authentic AGA-style cooker and Shaker cabinets to
create a country kitchen filled with character.
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RUSTIC CHARM A large format, rustic
effect tile with a farmhouse feel, Ashton White, is
perfect for country kitchens. With detailed varying
effects in neutral tones of grey and white, Ashton
White works in harmony with a range of colours
and with both modern and traditional features.
Ashton White, an exclusive product available
only at Original Style Showrooms

DREAM KITCHEN
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DIAMOND Add some elegance
by simply laying square tiles in a
diamond pattern; this is a widely
used tiling layout which works well
on both walls on floors. If your
wall or floor isn’t perfectly square,
a diagonal layout like this will help
hide any imperfections.

It’s all in the
DETAIL

5

HERRINGBONE
This style of tiling is
becoming more and
more popular and works
well with both half tiles
and elongated bricks.
Although this layout is
fairly challenging to install
it pays off, providing
a simple yet beautiful
feature. To make a space
appear bigger try tiling
from the floor to the
ceiling to help draw the
eye along the length of
the room.

4

Before you get stuck-in to your kitchen or bathroom makeover, have you considered the
layout of your tiles? Playing with angles and patterns is a brilliant way to add interest and a
new dimension to your design.

BRICK BOND If you’re using field
tiles on your wall but want to add
some interest, try laying them out in
an offset pattern. Brick bonding field
tiles is simple; the tiles are offset by
half the width of the tile and can be
teamed with mouldings and skirtings
for more detail.

2

1

STACK BOND
If you’re planning to
use metro, half or
brick tiles consider
the stack bond layout.
This is one of the
most straightforward
layouts; the tiles are
aligned to form a
basic repeating grid.
The overall look is a
clean modern look
that will bring any
kitchen or bathroom
up to date.

RUNNING BOND
This is another good method for
adding the illusion of space and
height. Really it’s just a brick bond
but on its side, so installation is fairly
straightforward. Try teaming a panel
of running bond half tiles in between
large format tiles.
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3

6

STRAIGHT
HERRINGBONE
This take on
the herringbone
pattern has a more
contemporary vibe with
the tiles laid at a 90
degree angle instead of
45, creating a sharper
edge. Designers use the
herringbone pattern to
enhance the size of a
smaller room, but laying
tiles in this way also
adds a visual impact,
even if only used for a
small splashback.

7

BASKETWEAVE
This classic pattern is made up of
rectangles and squares to create a
woven basket effect. Creating this look
is easier than you think and can also be
achieved with ready laid out mosaics

8

STRAIGHT BASKETWEAVE
This tile pattern layout
consists of multiple horizontal
and vertical tiles, stacked
together, resulting in a square
pattern associated with
woven baskets.

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAIL
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Greenway Teal flooring from
Odyssey with Flint brick tiles from
Winchester

Finishing
TOUCHES
TOP TIP We’ve laid these
tiles in a brickbond pattern.
For more inspiration on tile
layouts, turn to page 54-55

Tile trims, grouts and all the other finishing touches associated with tiling can often be
overlooked or a last minute thought, however with a bit of careful consideration, these
accessories can complete a tiling project to perfection.
COLOUR LOVE Matching your grout colour

EDGE PERFECT

to that of your tiles will give you a contemporary
look and give the illusion of more space, especially
important if you’re designing a smaller kitchen or
bathroom.

Trims will give you
that professional
seamless style as well
as a touch of elegance.
They can be used around
windows to hide any tile
edges, as a border around
tiles where they don’t fill an
entire wall and even in smaller spaces,
like alcoves or recesses. Choose from a
variety of finishes, shades and thicknesses,
all of which will help you create a sleek and
streamlined finish to your project.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE The most
popular options when it comes to grout
are shades of grey, limestone and jasmine,
depending on the colour of your chosen
tiles. Choosing a darker colour grout
can reduce the appearance of stains and
general wear and tear but also creates a
stylish contrasting feature against lighter
coloured tiles.

We stock a wide
range of adhesives, grouts
and trims in our showrooms
and our experienced staff
are always happy to advise.
To contact your nearest
showroom, visit
originalstyle.com

ABOVE: Blush Rustic from Winchester
RIGHT: Blush Smooth from Winchester
FAR RIGHT: Afterglow Vesper from Living
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Exploring our

SHOWROOMS

NEW STORE
OPENING
Our latest tile showroom is in
Cardiff. This store features a
number of dynamic displays to
create an inspiring, trend-led
space for customers.

At Original Style we have a passion for tiles. We’ve celebrated over 30 years as a successful tile
manufacturer, importer and distributor and supply to over 48 countries worldwide. We have been
designing and producing high-quality tiles in our factory in Exeter, Devon, since 1986.
Our bright and airy tile showrooms are full of ideas and inspiration, to ensure that you can find your dream
wall and floor tiles at your own pace and leisure. Our friendly team of tile experts are always on hand to offer
advice, discuss the latest tile trends and help with your tiling project. Our flagship tile showrooms are inventive,
bright spaces, specifically designed to help inspire our clients in a relaxed, creative environment.
There are so many reasons to choose Original Style:

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

DISPLAYS

Tiles are our passion and we love
hearing about your tile makeovers.
Our experts can offer useful advice
and top tiling tips to help you
throughout every stage of your
project.

We know that selecting the perfect
tiles for your space is an important
decision and our showrooms offer
a whole host of inspiring room sets
and displays, to help you make the
right choice.
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BROCHURES
AND SAMPLES
We recommend that our
customers take their time when
selecting tiles, that’s why we have a
range of inspiring brochures and a
sample service, so that you can get
a feel for your tiles at home.

OUR SHOWROOMS
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OUR SERVICES
There are many factors to consider when choosing tiles, like selecting your colour palette, factoring in
functionality and deciding on a look that reflects your personality and lifestyle.
So, at your local Original Style Showroom you’ll find advice from knowledgeable staff, inspiration, and the
opportunity to sample products and discuss your individual needs with an expert. We have plenty of information
to assist with your project, from brochures and fixing guides, to a more comprehensive Design Assistance service.

SAMPLE SERVICE

SHOWROOM CONSULTATION SERVICE

Our sample service allows you to choose up to three
tile samples for FREE*, using either Call & Collect or
local delivery, so you can continue planning and moving
your project forward.

This fantastic service allows you to chat through
whether the colours and patterns work well in your
home. To find out more about this service and to book
an appointment, please talk to one of our showroom
advisors.

We recommend viewing tiles in various lights,
throughout different times of the day as lighting can
make a difference in the colour of the tiles. There
may also be subtle shade variations in natural and
handmade products.

*
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DON’T FORGET!
You can calculate how many tiles you
will need by measuring the area
to be tiled. Recommended grout gaps
vary depending on personal taste and
the look you wish to achieve.
You can use the tile calculator on
our website. Please visit
originalstyle.com

Terms & Conditions apply. Contact our showrooms for more details
OUR SHOWROOMS
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Frammenti Terracotta, an exclusive
Original Style Showroom product

CREDITS
Our sincere thanks to the following for their
assistance with photographic sets:
Amara......................................................................................................................www.amara.com
Amos...................................................................................... www.amosmannfurniture.co.uk
Angel & Boho................................................................................. www.angelandboho.com

China White brick tiles from Winchester

Share your
We love receiving images of tiling projects on our Instagram, Twitter and Facebook pages!
Talk to us @OriginalStyleUK #originalstyletiles
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Anthropologie...................................................................www.anthropologie.com/en-gb
Atelier.................................................................................................................theateliershop.com
Atkin & Thyme............................................................................www.atkinandthyme.co.uk
Audenza............................................................................................................www.audenza.com
Bohemia Design.........................................................................www.bohemiadesign.co.uk
Cox & Cox.............................................................................................www.coxandcox.co.uk
Cult Furniture...................................................................................... www.cultfurniture.com
Darts Farm................................................................................................ www.dartsfarm.co.uk
David Mellor............................................................................www.davidmellordesign.com
Design Vintage.................................................................................www.designvintage.co.uk
Drench................................................................................................................www.drench.co.uk
Etsy.................................................................................................................................www.etsy.com
French Connection.............................................................www.frenchconnection.com
Furniture Village............................................................................ www.furniturevillage.com
Garden Trading............................................................................. www.gardentrading.co.uk
Grace & Glory.................................................................www.graceandgloryhome.co.uk
Graham and Green............................................................. www.grahamandgreen.co.uk
H&M...................................................................................www2.hm.com/en_gb/index.html
Habitat................................................................................................................ www.habitat.co.uk
House of Fraser............................................................................www.houseoffraser.co.uk
Idyll Home..................................................................................................www.idyllhome.co.uk
John Lewis.................................................................................................... www.johnlewis.com
Lombok............................................................................................................ www.lombok.co.uk
Marks & Spencer...................................................................www.marksandspencer.com
Nkuku......................................................................................................................www.nkuku.com
Not on the high Street................................................ www.notonthehighstreet.com
Oliver Bonas.......................................................................................... www.oliverbonas.com
Olli Ella....................................................................................................................www.olliella.com
Rose and Grey..................................................................................www.roseandgrey.co.uk
Rowen & Wren.........................................................................www.rowenandwren.co.uk
Selfridges.........................................................................................................www.selfridges.com
The Forest & Co......................................................................................theforestandco.com
Toby’s............................................................................................. www.tobysreclamation.com
Victorian Plumbing.............................................................www.victorianplumbing.co.uk
Wallace & Cotton.......................................................................www.wallacecotton.co.uk
Yonder Living........................................................................................ www.yonderliving.com
Zara Home..........................................................................................www.zarahome.com/gb

Boreal Mix from Tileworks

YOUR NEAREST SHOWROOM
Whether it’s advice on tile styles, finishing touches or how many tiles you
need, our team can assist you. We provide support from selection to delivery,
and can assist you in-store, via email and over the phone. We look forward to
welcoming you into our showroom, 7 days a week, whether you come armed
with ideas and plans or just for a browse - we’re here to help get you started.
Bournemouth
520 Wallisdown Road, Bournemouth,
Dorset, BH11 8QE
01202 039765
bournemouth@originalstyle.com

Exeter
1 Apple Lane, Exeter,
Devon, EX2 5GL
01392 446300
exeter@originalstyle.com

Bristol
Unit 9C Aldermoor Way,
Longwell Green,
Bristol, BS30 7DA
01179 674673
bristol@originalstyle.com

Plymouth
2-4 St Modwen Road,
Marsh Mills,
Plymouth, PL6 8LH
01752 338399
plymouth@originalstyle.com

Cardiff
Unit 2, Dragon Retail Park
Newport Road
Cardiff, CF23 9AD
02921 303767
cardiff@originalstyle.com

Southampton
Millbrook Trading Estate,
Third Avenue, Southampton,
Hampshire, SO15 0LE
02380 170152
southampton@originalstyle.com

Cheltenham
Unit 5, Haven Works,
Tewkesbury Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL51 9AA
01242 370602
cheltenham@originalstyle.com
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